: .015) x-ray spectra in the wavelength region 3.7 + 6.2 A (3. I.
was achieved by using the L series of Mo " produced by * a Henke tube.
Accuracy of wavelength determinations is about + .005 A.
II.
Observations on Alcator A viewing along a chord through the center of the plasma.
The time scale is 20 ms/div. During the steady state portion of this discharge, when the average electron density was density was 5 x 10 cm , the electron distribution was non-thermal but (in the energy region of i-nterest) can be characterized by a hot Maxwellian with T e 1800 eV. Note e the large spike on the SBD and spectrometer signals at this time. Fig. 2 is the spectrum at 100 ms for a series of discharges similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 There remains to explain the feature at 4.44 A (2.79 keV)
in Fig. 2 . Fig. 4 exhibits a more detailed scan of this feature for discharges similar to the one described above.
Also shown are the predicted wavelengths for the K lines of5
15+
heliumlike Cl+.
The agreement is quite good. Again, coronal equilibrium calculations3 suggest that the predominant 15+ charge state for 400 eV < T e< 1500 eV is Cl .e a chlorine density of 3 x 10 9 cm-3 or 10-5 n .
From this amount of chlorine, an estimate may be made of its contribution to radiative power loss in the plasma.
Taking the cooling rate of chlorine at 900 eV to be 2.5 x 10-27watt/cm3 (this is actually the value for sulphur 11), and electron and chlorine densities to be 3 x 10 14cm-3 and 
